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By K M Kostyal, Lori Epstein Renda, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation

National Geographic Society. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, 1776: A New Look at
Revolutionary Williamsburg, K M Kostyal, Lori Epstein Renda, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation,
Find yourself transported to Williamsburg in the days of the Revolution! See the city at war through
the eyes of everyday citizens for an exciting new perspective on the historic year of 1776. The latest
in the popular "New Look" line of history titles, K.M. Kostyal's "1776: A New Look at Revolutionary
Williamsburg" combines new scholarship with rare, powerful photographs to take readers behind
the scenes at Colonial Williamsburg. Stunning re-enactment photographs of America's
"Revolutionary City" brings history vividly to life: The narrative goes beyond the story of the
founding fathers to give a close-up look at how the war for independence played out for ordinary
citizens such as women, blacksmiths, and enslaved people. Colonial Williamsburg scholars shed
fresh light on this vital era in our history with the most recent research and analysis. The book's
lively design combines with the compelling photography of modern-day Williamsburg's street
theater and historic interpretation to transport readers back to the heyday of colonial times. Scenes
from around the city include a milliner forced to pack up shop, children...
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An incredibly wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid explanations. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tom a s Fla tley-- Tom a s Fla tley

It is really an incredible ebook that we have actually go through. I actually have go through and i also am sure that i am going to likely to read again again
in the foreseeable future. Your way of life period will be convert the instant you complete reading this article pdf.
-- Pr of . Adr a in Rice-- Pr of . Adr a in Rice
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